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Abstract

Two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have received significant attention recently due to their unique
properties such as a transition from indirect to direct band gap when thinned down to a monolayer and also valley-dependent pho-
toluminescence. In addition, being a semiconductor with considerable mobility, it has been touted as a candidate in next genera-
tion electronics. However, a major hurdle to its implementation is the difficulty in producing large areas of these 2D TMDCs with
well-defined thicknesses. In this review, we will first introduce the basic properties as well as the various synthesis methods of 2D
TMDCs. Focus will be placed on recent advances in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth as they currently yield the largest
areas. Obstacles present in CVD growth will be presented and existing solutions to them will be discussed in tandem with current
characterization methods for evaluation of crystal quality. Through our presentation on the latest approaches to issues in CVD growth,
we hope to present the readers a perspective on recent developments as well as providing an outlook on the future of CVD growth
of TMDCs.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, since the Nobel Prize was awarded
for graphene in 2010, there has been considerable re-
search in the field of two-dimensional (2D) materials
[1–5]. One particular class of 2D materials, transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) has garnered much at-
tention. TMDCs, like graphene, are layered materials
which can be thinned down to a single layer, albeit being
three atoms thick instead of one [6]. TMDCs have ex-

hibited considerable charge mobility with a semicon-
ducting band gap [7–10], allowing significant intrinsic
on–off current ratios compared to graphene as well as
photoluminescence [8]. Furthermore, TMDCs have also
shown remarkable physical and optoelectronics proper-
ties such as high tensile strength [11] as well as exhib-
iting intrinsic spin-valley polarization of its electronic
bands [8]. Thus, 2D TMDCs have been touted to be a
promising component in advanced device technology and
optoelectronics. TMDCs have also been applied as a
biocompatible platform in a variety of biomedical ap-
plications [12].

However, a bottleneck to widespread application of
these materials is the cost and yield of its production.
Hence, much effort has been placed in the research on
the various production methodology of these 2D TMDCs
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to improve its yield while maintaining sufficient quality.
At the moment, the most promising way to have high
quality large area yield of 2D TMDCs is through chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) [13–15]. Thus, in this review,
we first aim to provide readers with a background over-
view of the basic properties of 2D TMDCs as well as
the different synthesis techniques currently available. Fol-
lowing which, an in-depth review on the current pro-
gress in CVD growth of TMDCs will be conducted, taking
into account the challenges faced and the solutions em-
ployed to tackle them. Lastly, a general outlook on the
future direction of CVD based synthesis of TMDCs will
be provided.

2. Basic properties of 2D TMDCs

TMDCs are layered materials consisting of a hexag-
onal arrangement of transition metal atoms sandwiched
between two layers of group six chalcogenide atoms such
as S or Se [6,8]. The positions of the elements in the pe-
riodic table are highlighted in Fig. 1a [6]. Depending on
the elemental makeup, the electronic structure of these
TMDCs can range from an insulating character in the case
of HfS2 to semiconductors such asWS2 and MoS2 as well
as metallic in nature for NbS2 and VSe2 [6]. In this review,
we will place our attention on semiconducting TMDCs
as much of the CVD based growth are focused on them.

In TMDCS, the transition metal atoms are cova-
lently bonded to a triagonal arrangement of chalco-
genides within the same layer while individual layers are
held together through non-covalent van derWaals forces.
Fig. 1d describes the physical structure for a particular
TMDC, MoS2 [10]. As the interlayer van derWaals forces
are much weaker, the individual layers of the bulk 3D
material can be easily separated from each other, leaving
behind a single layer which is only three atoms thick
(≈0.7 nm), revealing a true two-dimensional nature. Fur-
thermore, no dangling bonds are available on the surface
of each layer for reaction with the ambient environ-
ment, enabling significant stability of the material even
when it is thinned down to a single layer.

Unlike graphene which only has a single phase as it
contains only a single element and is a single atom thick,
a single layer of TMDC which consists of three layers
of atoms (a central transition metal sandwiched between
chalcogenides) can exist in two different phases, de-
pending on the relative arrangement of the three atomic
layers. Fig. 1b and c describes the two phases that a mono-
layer of TMDC can be in. The trigonal prismatic (D3h)
phase has a non-centro-symmetric configuration while
the octahedral (Oh) or also known as antiprismatic point
group (D3d) phase has a centro-symmetric configura-

tion. There are also distinct stacking polytypes for mul-
tilayer TMDCs. A 2H polytype is made up of stacking
sequences of AbABaB (where the capital case and lower
case represents the chalcogen and metal atom respec-
tively) while a 3R phase can be observed when the layers
are stacked in the sequence of AbACaC BcB. For mono-
layer TMDCs, only the trigonal prismatic or octahedral
phases exist as no layer stacking is involved, common-
ly known as the monolayer 1H (for D3h point group) or
monolayer 1T (for D3d) phases. Such phases have im-
plications on the electronic structure of the material. For
example, the 1T phase of monolayer MoS2 is metallic
while its 1H phase is semiconducting [6].

A striking feature of 2D semiconducting TMDCs is
the change in electronic band structure from one with an
indirect band gap to one with a direct band gap when
the material is thinned to a single layer [8]. This occurs
due to the absence of inversion symmetry in monolayer
TMDCwhen its top layer is removed. The electronic band
gap of the material also increases as the vertical dimen-
sion is reduced due to quantum confinement. For mate-
rials such as MoS2, the initial indirect band gap of 1.3 eV
with a valence band maximum at Γ and a conduction band
minimum at the midpoint along Γ-Κ symmetry lines tran-
sits to a direct band gap of 1.8 eV [16,17] with both con-
duction band minimum and valence band maximum
present at theΚ point of the Brillouin zone when its thick-
ness is reduced from bulk to a monolayer as depicted in
Fig. 2a [17]. Such a transition from an indirect electron-
ic band gap to a direct one results in observation of an
enhanced photoluminescence (PL) yield in monolayer
TMDCs compared to the usually low PL yields when they
are in their bulk. This is evidenced for MoS2 by Mak et al.,
where an increase in magnitude of PL yield of multiple
orders of magnitude is observed as MoS2 is thinned down
to a single layer [16]. This is described in Fig. 2b [16],
where the clear increase in PL with decreasing number
of MoS2 layers is demonstrated.

Another interesting aspect of TMDCs is the pres-
ence of valley polarization as described for MoS2 in
Fig. 2c [18], where the spin of the electron in the 2D
TMDC is coupled with the valley quantum number which
is defined by the crystal momentum of the electron, k.
In Fig. 2c, the first Brillouin zone of monolayer TMDC
is presented with the electronic band gaps present at two
inequivalent momentum valleys present at the K and K′
(-K) points. In TMDCs, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) results
in a splitting in energy of the previously degenerate spin-
up and spin-down electronic states at the valence bands
present in the K and K′ valleys. This split varies with the
elemental composition of the TMDC, with MoS2 having
a SOC split of 0.16 eV [18] while WS2 has a split of
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